Library Services Platform Administrator

The UMass Amherst Libraries seek a dynamic and innovative Library Services Platform Administrator. Reporting to the Discovery Resources Management Systems (DRMS) Coordinator, the incumbent coordinates the maintenance, enhancement, and functionality needs of the library resource management system to support user needs. Works in a collaborative, team environment and coordinates with staff in the UMass/Amherst Libraries and Five College staff to administer, support and customize the resource management system. Advises department heads regarding system enhancements, revisions and implementation of workflow and procedures.

For more information, including minimum qualifications and application instructions, please visit http://careers.umass.edu/amherst/en-us/job/503410/library-services-platform-administrator

University of Massachusetts Amherst is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer of women, minorities, protected veterans, and individuals with disabilities and encourages applications from these and other protected group members.